Multiplexers are basic components widely used in VLSI designs. Switching activities of a multiplexer are one of the most important factors of power consumption. A multiplexer may have some sub-multiplexers. An extra dynamic controller is applied in the present invention to reconfigure control signals for decreasing switching activities of the composed sub-multiplexers. Thus, the power consumption of the multiplexer is reduced to achieve higher power efficiency.
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DYNAMICAL SEQUENTIALLY-CONTROLLED LOW-POWER MULTIPLEXER DEVICE

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a multiplexer, more particularly, relates to reducing switching activities in the multiplexer for saving power and achieving higher power efficiency through analyzing control signals.

DESCRIPTION OF THE RELATED ARTS

[0002] On designing electric devices, multiplexers are widely used. Owing to frequent switching activities in the multiplexers, a lot of power is consumed. Since mobile equipments and hand held devices are on the hot, power consumption is a critical concern on designing the mobile equipments. Because the formula for dynamic power consumption is $P = oCV^2f$, methods to save power are no other than reducing load capacitance (C), lowering working voltage (V), decreasing working frequency (f) and abating switching activity (o). As shown in FIG. 7, for example, a traditional eight-to-one multiplexer needs the first control line (71) (CS1), the second control line (72) (CS2) and the third control line (74) (CS3), where the first control line (71) inputs signals to the first subordinate multiplexer (61) (MUX1), the second subordinate multiplexer (62) (MUX2), the third subordinate multiplexer (63) (MUX3) and the fourth subordinate multiplexer (64) (MUX4); the second control line (72) inputs signals to the fifth subordinate multiplexer (65) (MUX5) and the sixth subordinate multiplexer (66) (MUX6); and the third control line (73) inputs signals to the seventh subordinate multiplexer (67) (MUX7). When a control signal value 000 is inputted followed by another control signal value 101, the first control line (71) inputs a signal 0 and then changes it into 1, while all of the first subordinate multiplexer (61), the second subordinate multiplexer (62), the third subordinate multiplexer (63) and the fourth subordinate multiplexer (64) are affected; the second control line (72) does nothing; and the third control line (73) inputs a signal 0 and then changes it into 1, where the seventh subordinate multiplexer (67) is affected. Hence, in a simpler change of control signal from 000 to 101, a total number of five subordinate multiplexers are affected, where the switching activities of the whole multiplexer is too high.

[0003] There are some prior arts concerning the relationship between the multiplexers and the control signals; yet, they are all static analysis on characteristics of the control signals in order to achieve low-power consumption.

[0004] Such as, a prior art is U.S. Pat. No. 6,657,979, “Reduced Power Consumption Multiplexer Using Self-Decoding Power Down Logic” by L. O. Patel, W. O. Mathes and K. Jurek, 2003. Subordinate multiplexers in a main multiplexer are replaced with multiplexer output cells and multiplexer input cells. Logic rules are executed with control signals and the signals passed between the multiplexer output cells and the multiplexer input cells, where only those multiplexer output cells and multiplexer input cells on the signal path consume power. In this way, those unaffected subordinate multiplexers do not consume power and thus the power consumed by the whole multiplexer is saved. However, the complexity of the replacing multiplexer output cells and multiplexer input cells is thus increased. In addition, because the logic rules are integrated in the multiplexer output cells and the multiplexer input cells, other power-saving technologies applied in the multiplexers become un-applicable.

[0005] Another prior art is U.S. Pat. No. 6,105,139, “Controller-Based Power Management for Low-Power Sequential Circuits” by S. Dey, A. Raghunathan and N. K. Jha, 2000. Input signals, a circuit structure and control signals of a sequential circuit are analyzed in the prior art for their dependencies and functionalities. And the control logic and the circuit structure are reconfigured and re-designate according to the analysis to reduce unnecessary switching activities of components in the circuit structure for saving power consumption. However, such a method is not always cost effective. Once the circuit is changed a little bit, reanalysis, reconfiguration and re-designation are all required. At the same time, because the circuit structure is thus changed, examination has to be done and the method becomes complex.

[0006] The above prior arts analyze selection-probability and on-probability to change control signals for saving power consumption of a multiplexer. Yet the power saved is limited or the cost effectiveness is not satisfied. Hence, the prior arts do not fulfill all users' requests on actual use.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] The main purpose of the present invention is to change control signals through analysis for reducing switching activities in a multiplexer for saving power consumption of the multiplexer and thus obtaining higher power efficiency.

[0008] To achieve the above purpose, the present invention is a dynamic sequentially-controlled low-power multiplexer device, comprising a many-to-one multiplexer element comprising a plurality of subordinate multiplexer, and a dynamic controller, where each subordinate multiplexer or each group of subordinate multiplexers has its own control signals; and where switching activities in the multiplexer are reduced through analyzing control signals for saving power and thus obtaining high power efficiency. Accordingly, a novel dynamic sequentially-control led low-power multiplexer device is obtained.

BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009] The present invention will be better understood from the following detailed descriptions of the preferred embodiments according to the present invention, taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:

[0010] FIG. 1 is the view showing the structure according to the present invention;

[0011] FIG. 2 is the view showing the first multiplexer element;

[0012] FIG. 3 is the view showing the first dynamic controller;

[0013] FIG. 4A is the view showing the first run of the dynamic controller;

[0014] FIG. 4B is the view showing the second run of the dynamic controller;

[0015] FIG. 5 is the view showing the second multiplexer element;

[0016] FIG. 6 is the view showing the second dynamic controller; and

[0017] FIG. 7 is the view of the prior art of multiplexer element.
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0018] The following descriptions of the preferred embodiments are provided to understand the features and the structures of the present invention.

[0019] Please refer to FIG. 1 to FIG. 3, which are views showing a structure, the first multiplexer element and the first dynamic controller according to the present invention. The present invention is a dynamic sequentially-controlled low-power multiplexer device, comprising a many-to-one multiplexer element [1] and a dynamic controller [2], where a power consumption of the multiplexer element [1] is reduced and thus the power efficiency of the whole multiplexer device is improved.

[0020] The many-to-one multiplexer element [1] comprises a plurality of subordinate multiplexers [11–17], where the subordinate multiplexer [11–17] is a two-to-one multiplexer, a four-to-one multiplexer, or a multiplexer provided by a cell library. The subordinate multiplexers [11–17] are grouped into N to 2N–1 groups to use different control lines according to different characteristics of the subordinate multiplexer [11–17], where N is a bit number. Each of the subordinate multiplexers [11–17] is a combination of logic gates, where the logic gate is an AND logic gate, an OR logic gate, a NOT logic gate, a NAND logic gate, a NOR logic gate or other elementary logic gates.

[0021] As shown in FIG. 3, the dynamic controller [2] is a sequential circuit, comprising a combinational circuit [21], which comprises logic elements, and registers/latches [22], which are memory elements. The combinational circuit [21] is inputted with control signals from an M number of control lines. After the control signals are inputted into the combinational circuit [21], new control signals are outputted from an M number of control lines to dynamically determine switching activities of the subordinate multiplexers [11–17].


[0023] An example of an eight-to-one multiplexer element [1] is obtained, as shown in FIG. 2. The first subordinate multiplexer [11] (MUX1), the second subordinate multiplexer [12] (MUX2), the third subordinate multiplexer [13] (MUX3), the fourth subordinate multiplexer [14] (MUX4), the fifth subordinate multiplexer [15] (MUX5), the sixth subordinate multiplexer [16] (MUX6) and the seventh subordinate multiplexer [17] (MUX7) are connected with the first control line [31] (S1), the second control line [32] (S2), the third control line [33] (S3), the fourth control line [34] (S4), the fifth control line [35] (S5), the sixth control line [36] (S6) and the seventh control line [37] (S7), respectively. When control signals change from 000 to 101, only three of the subordinate multiplexers are influenced, including the seventh subordinate multiplexer [17], the sixth subordinate multiplexer [16] and the third subordinate multiplexer [13]. Yet, only the seventh subordinate multiplexer [17] is crucial to the control signal change from 000 to 101.

[0024] Hence, the only subordinate multiplexer that must be switched is the seventh subordinate multiplexer [17]; and, whether the sixth subordinate multiplexer [16] and the third subordinate multiplexer [13] are required to be switched is determined according to their original states. Thus, a power consumption of the multiplexer element [1] is saved while at least one and at most three subordinate multiplexers are switched.

[0025] Please further refer to FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B, which are views showing the first run and the second run of a dynamic controller. As shown in the figures, at first, the registers [22] have default values or values left by a previous run; and, control signals of 000 are inputted, and then the combinational circuit [21] outputs (0, X, X, 0, X, 0). Therein, the signals outputted are control signals, and are inputted through the first control line [31] to the seventh control line [37] (S1–7) into the first subordinate multiplexer [11] to the seventh subordinate multiplexer [17] (MUX1–MUX7), respectively. Hence, (0, 0, X, X, 0, X, 0) means that values of the first subordinate multiplexer [11] (MUX1), the fifth subordinate multiplexer [15] (MUX5) and the seventh subordinate multiplexer [17] (MUX7) have to be zeros, and values of the other multiplexers, represented as X, do not matter.

[0026] Control signals following 000 are 101, as shown in FIG. 4B. The registers [22] have values of (0, 0, X, X, 0, X, 0) left by the previous run. Then the combinational circuit [21] outputs (0, 0, 1, X, 0, 0, 1) according to the input 101. It means that values of the third subordinate multiplexer [13] (MUX3), the sixth subordinate multiplexer [16] (MUX6) and the seventh subordinate multiplexer [17] (MUX7) have to be 1, 0 and 1, respectively; the values of the first subordinate multiplexer [11] (MUX1), the fifth subordinate multiplexer [15] (MUX5) have to be zeros; and values of the other multiplexers, represented as X, do not matter. Thus, the input process of the control signals of 000 following with the control signals of 101 is done.

[0027] Please refer to FIG. 5 and FIG. 6, which are views showing the second multiplexer element and the second dynamic controller. As shown in the figures, according to actual requirements, not each of the subordinate multiplexers, including two-to-one multiplexers, four-to-one multiplexers or other multiplexers provided by cell libraries, needs its own control line. The dynamic controller [2] outputs control signals to subordinate multiplexers [11a–17a] from M control lines [31a–34a], where N ≤ M ≤ 2N and N is a bit number of the control signals (N = 3, for example). Hence, if M equals N, the subordinate multiplexers [31a–34a] act just as traditional multiplexers having no dynamic controller (as shown in FIG. 7). In reality, according to the characteristics of the data signals [4a] (D1–D7), like selection-probability and on-probability, some multiplexers are grouped together after analysis to use the same control line. Such as what is shown in FIG. 5, the first subordinate multiplexer [11a] and the second subordinate multiplexer [12a] are grouped to use a first control line [31a]; the third subordinate multiplexer [13a] and the fourth subordinate multiplexer [14a] are grouped to use the second control line [32a]; the fifth subordinate multiplexer [15a] and the sixth subordinate multiplexer [16a] are grouped to use the third control line [33a]; and the seventh subordinate multiplexer [17a] uses the fourth control line [34a] (M = 4). Then the subordinate multiplexers [11a–17a] are coordinated with a dynamic controller [2a], where a complexity of the dynamic controller [2a] is reduced and a balance between circuit cost and power consumption is obtained.
As is known, data are usually inputted into a multiplexer through a bus. Hence, the larger bit number the data has, the more power is consumed on changing data. However, a dynamic controller consumes less power as compared to power consumed by the multi-bit data bus. Moreover, the extra power consumption of the dynamic controller would be nearly constant as the number of data bits increases. That is, the dynamic controller applied in the present invention saves power regard less of its own power consumption.

To sum up, the present invention is a dynamic sequentially-control led low-power multiplexer device, where, through considering control signals, switching activities in the multiplexer devices are reduced and power is thus saved.

The preferred embodiments herein disclosed are not intended to unnecessarily limit the scope of the invention. Therefore, simple modifications or variations belonging to the equivalent of the scope of the claims and the instructions disclosed herein for a patent are all within the scope of the present invention.

What is claimed is:

1. A dynamic sequentially-control led low-power multiplexer device, comprising:
   a many-to-one multiplexer element,
   said many-to-one multiplexer element comprising a plurality of subordinate multiplexers; and
   a dynamic controller, said dynamic controller determining switches of said subordinate multiplexers.

2. The multiplexer device according to claim 1,
   wherein said subordinate multiplexer is selected from a group consisting of a two-to-one multiplexer, a four-to-one multiplexer, and a multiplexer provided by a cell library.

3. The multiplexer device according to claim 1,
   wherein said subordinate multiplexers are grouped to use different control lines according to different characteristics of said subordinate multiplexers.

4. The multiplexer device according to claim 3,
   wherein said subordinate multiplexers are grouped into a number of groups between N and 2^N-1 and said N is a bit number.

5. The multiplexer device according to claim 1,
   wherein each of said subordinate multiplexer is a combination of logic gates; and
   wherein said logic gate is an elementary logic gate selected from a group consisting of an AND logic gate, an OR logic gate, a NOT logic gate, a NAND logic gate and a NOR logic gate.

6. The multiplexer device according to claim 1,
   wherein said dynamic controller is a sequential circuit.

7. The multiplexer device according to claim 6,
   wherein said dynamic controller comprises a combinational circuit and registers/latches.

8. The multiplexer device according to claim 7,
   wherein said combinational circuit comprises logic elements.

9. The multiplexer device according to claim 7,
   wherein said registers/latches are memory elements.